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Abstract: Modern teaching methods demand innovative and effective use of technology at utmost level. Incorporating a virtual community outside classroom teaching has become inevitable in digital age education. This research was intended to find out how this can be used in terms of interactive teaching and how it can facilitate students to recover the lack of learning in classroom. A web community of a university called Learning Feedback System (LFS) has been used here as the methodology to analyze five sample cases. Effects of a significant level of interaction in LFS indicated that it helped to reduce the communication gap between students and teachers that of course leading to proper learning.
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I. Introduction

The increasing global practice of using technology as a learning tool and sophisticated technological development in the education world has been started to take effect in the education sectors of developing countries like Bangladesh [1]. The country has declared ICT as the priority sector of the economy as it is the backbone of the vision of “Digital Bangladesh”. The government of Bangladesh is supporting the incorporation of technology into various levels of education including the universities.

Now technology is advancing at such a rate that traditional lectures are not fulfilling the learning potential of typical students [2]. The proper use of interactive communication technologies (blog, online discussion, video and audio conference etc.) can advance the traditional ways of teaching and learning extensively and can reduce a number of problems associated with manual process. With the help of these technologies, educational institutions are now promoting different methods of learning for getting better academic performance of students. It is often hard for one to explain a critical learning topic clearly to everyone through traditional class discussions since these kinds of discussions do not ensure the active participation of all students and has some other limitations. For several reasons, some students feel uncomfortable to take part in face-to-face discussions. In that case, in a web community, having the facility of participating in online written discussions could help the laggards.

II. Difficulties in Classroom Lecture

It is often difficult for a teacher to reach all the students and discuss with their problems in a limited hour class. For the students, it is often difficult to understand all the things and also to asking questions. For a big-sized class, individual counseling is not always a good solution and sometimes not practical. It is also a fact that by nature, some students are shy and do not respond or voice opinion in the class. Of course, applying some teaching methods like group discussion, playing learning games etc. make the class interactive but again, these do not ensure 100% participation or same level of participation due to time and other limitations. Therefore, under this circumstance, it is hard for the teacher to monitor how much his/her student understands before appearing to exams.

Furthermore, there is not much of chance for students to write in the classroom except exams. Therefore, a lot of mistakes happen in writing English sentences. Yousuf Islam conducted an investigation on the matter and the result that he found is enclosed here: “To understand the trouble students have with sentence making, 18 students in first year, first semester were given a task in free-writing – any incident in their lives that affected them. The 334 collective sentences were analyzed for the type of mistakes made. 63.5% of the sentences were found to have one or more problems. The highest type of error was subject-verb matching which was found in 19.3% of the sentences followed by preposition errors at 14.2%, etc. Students who wrote correct sentences were generally found to be writing simple sentences like those of a 3rd or 4th grader. This whole exercise was abandoned when it was accidentally discovered that when a student was asked to repeat the whole exercise, the types of mistakes were different. After a few trials, it was concluded that errors are randomly made – students have little or no idea of sentence construction [3]”.

Due to these difficulties there exist holes in knowledge that needed to be filled up by adopting alternative ways and technology might help here.
III. Literature Review

Today web based learning environment has become a vital part of education. According to Jalal and Zaidieh, in the field of E-Learning, the social network sites handled the big problem raised by educators in the recent period. For example, a lack of humanitarian aspect and described it as teaching lacks spirit. However, Social networks have helped to resolve some of these problems, by adding interactive side with a human, and make the participation of the human element in the educational process something important [4]. This social network provides a wide range of tools and applications that allow users to communicate and share information (add photos, videos, comments and links, send messages, allowing integration with other websites, mobile devices, applications, e-mail, RSS feeds and other technologies) as well as control who can access specific information or perform certain actions [5].

Dorum, Bartle, Pennington has mentioned from their analysis that many educational researchers are in agreement that the sense of belonging, or the cohesion a student has with a particular institution, is one of the most important requirements to ensure individuals’ proper functioning within a learning environment (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Connell & Wellborn, 1991; Goodenow, 1993; Finn, 1989; Osterman, 2000). Social integration is consistently found to impact student persistence, and developing valued relationships is an important part of that integration (Astin 1984; Tinto 1998). Studies show that attrition often occurs among first year students who have not been integrated into the campus community (Christie & Dinh 1991) [6]. The sense of belonging to the student web community is deemed important: “For many youngsters starting their studies at university might be somewhat difficult, because older peers often start their studies somewhere else or stay in their home town. Especially if the high school and the university are in different towns it is inevitable that old friendships get weaker and new friendships are formed with other university students. Sometimes it is hard to get to know new friends out of the blue. It usually takes days, often weeks. Studying generally feels better, when one does not have to study alone… In the web it is easy and comfortable to meet new people and discuss with them. Starting a discussion and joining one is often easier in the web than face to face. In a social networking site in the context of university studies one can seek and find new and old students from a specific study program and get to know them already before actual start of studies as well as during the studies. This could be a convenient ice breaker for many students. Discussion face to face could be easier at the first meeting, when both could recognize one another [7].”

Madge, Meek, Wellens and Hooley (2009) conducted an investigation into the role of online social networking sites (specifically Facebook) in first year students settling in to academic and social life. In a survey of 221 students they found that more than half (55 per cent) had joined Facebook to make new friends prior to entering university, while a further 43 percent joined immediately after starting university. Nearly three quarters of the respondents said Facebook had played an important part in helping them to settle in at university. Specifically, students preferred using Facebook for social reasons, rather than for formal teaching and administrative purposes. It was concluded that Facebook functions as a “social glue” that helps students settle into university life, that keeps the student together as a community, and aids in communication (especially about social events) within the student body. However, it was also stressed that Facebook is only one aspect of student’s social networking practices and clearly face-to-face relationships and interactions remain significant [7, 8].

Sarah Spinler, a teacher wrote her students after they got back the results on her exam and asked those who did well on specific questions to volunteer to write down very specific strategies and tips they used for studying. This type of help can be posted on course blog for all students to have access and the teacher might have to spend some class time going over some of the strategies, tips and examples and a way of helping students to learn how to learn the material [9].

IV. Methodology

Course Blog and Wiki spaces allow students to hold online written discussions. Both of these promote editing. Blog allows the writer to post commentary and visitors to leave responses whereas wiki permits the live editing and revision of content of posted document [9]. In recent years, the evolution of the Internet led us to Web 2.0 and the emergence of online tools and applications, increasingly interactive and collaborative, examples of which are social networks [10]. Web 2.0 tools provide the ability to combine technology with collaboration. Today’s students have more access to information than ever before with the help of Web 2.0 tools. But teachers must remember that simply accessing information is not enough. Students need to be able to analyze, synthesis, and evaluate information [11].

One of the e-services available in the concerned university is called ‘Learning Feedback System’ or LFS. Here teachers and students interact in course blogs. Students can also receive advice and corrections from their peers. Some teachers have started using the LFS in innovative ways. Students get always in touch with their teachers through LFS. For providing any urgent notice or learning materials, teachers use it. A snapshot is given in Fig 1.
Five cases had been analyzed to figure out the effects of LFS from teacher’s point of view. A survey was conducted on using LFS in learning at the end of a semester. The participants were given a brief verbal explanation before starting. They were informed of their right to withdraw, asked to read the instructions carefully and to complete the questionnaire at their own pace. The findings described here are taken mostly from case studies, structured and unstructured interviews and from the experiences of instructors.

V. Five Cases

Case 1:
Discrete Math is a core course of CSE program and the first author is involved with designing this course for one year. The main objective of learning this course is to develop the logical reasoning ability and to train students thinking quantitatively and analyze problems critically. In class, after explaining the topic of logic and propositional logic, some of the students were found confused. Then the teacher told her students to discuss on the topic in LFS. They have to discuss using their own language and examples. The discussion went on and on with more and more examples. Finally, the confused students got the point from predecessors and they gave their own examples shows in Fig 2.

Case 2:
An assignment topic was “Benchmarking of OS: Linux, Windows and Apple Mac”. A vacation was going on then and the students had no option to meet the teacher but they had to submit the assignment. Nobody understood what they have to do exactly. At first, students and the teacher had discussed in LFS on the term, “Benchmarking” because this word was not familiar to them. After understanding the topic fully, they started to submit the assignment which is shown in Fig 3 and Fig 4.
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Case 3:
Students were so anxious about their exams especially for the big ones that carry good proportion of marks like mid-term and final-term. To reduce the fear, teacher had designed a sample question for his students and shared it in LFS before exam [Fig 5]. The result was very positive.

Case 4:
The students of a course performed very poorly in their mid-term exam. In LFS, the teacher of that course uploaded the whole question of exam and required each student to make TWO posts in the course blog. The first problem was that students personally faced to answer that question during exam. In their second post, they were asked to explain any of the two problems faced by others that they themselves understood well. Both posts carried marks. One student of that course wrote about 37 words in response to the first post (Fig. 6). But in
his second post, the total number of words he wrote was above 100 (Fig 7). Similar thing happened for others that are the average word responses was more than double in case of post-2. It shows that one has to write more as well as think more when he/she is required to explain something to others (Peer Teaching) [1].

---

**Fig. 6: Post comprising comments on own problems**

**Fig. 7: Post comprising explanations on other’s problems**

**Case 5:**

A business department teacher asked his students to collectively write the job description of a job not given in the text. The first student to enter the blog could only write a sentence. The second student looked at this and added two more sentences. By the time 10 students entered, almost a page of description was ready. The 11th student reformatted the entire job description to make better sense. This way the whole class developed a sense that they could do things collectively and that they should be now able to attempt job descriptions on their own! [1, 2].

**VI. Feedback from Students**

At the end of the semester, a survey was conducted to take the feedback from the students of a particular section (about 45 students) on their experience of using LFS (Figure 8). Some comments of the students have been mentioned here:

- LFS provides us a space to interact.
- I think it develops our writing skill.
- When I see other answer then I could think deeply and it helped me a lot.
- LFS benefited me to check my answer with others. By the help of LFS we prepare our own answer easily.
- I have personally benefitted from the sample mid-term question.
- LFS helps us to communicate with others. It is a chain of our circle.
- It helps me to explain my own words to everyone.

---

**Figure 8: Chart depicted student feedback on LFS**
Figure 8 shows the survey result which is a demonstration of positive impacts of LFS on students. Students were mostly agreed upon the issues that were related with their convenience in interactive learning.

VII. Discussion

Outside the classroom, student feels the sense of belonging in learning when they got an online academic network or web community monitored by their teacher. To fill up the gaps in terms of learning, they can use open discussion facility anytime that is seen from Case 1 and Case 2.

Despite of getting all supports from the teacher, students always get frightened of exams. Sometimes from this fear they get nervous that hamper their performance. In Case 3, the teacher had applied a technique through LFS where he shared the sample pattern of questions. That got very good appreciation from students. The numbers of word responses in Case 4 indicate that it involves students to write and enhance the willingness to write even for them who lack basic communication skills in English. The comparison of average word responses written in post-1 (37.75) and post-2 (170.75) shows that it engage students more in writings when they are about to teach something to other peer. Hence, a platform like this gets students more involved in the writing process, thus strengthening writing, editing and communication skills where using technology in higher education had also been practiced. Such practice is advantageous for both students and teachers. Written discussion helps shy people or those who are having trouble with English to add their ideas, in their own pace [9]. They get used to write authentic language.

Collaboration is a 21st Century skill of increasing importance and one that is used throughout the learning process. It is not an integral part of the learning process for the individual, One does not have to collaborate to learn, but often one’s learning is enhanced by doing so [12]. Case 5 represents the example of such collaborative and collective learning.

Learning Feedback System has been initiated for the betterment of teaching and learning. As it is a web-based system, it would be applicable for any course; for any size of class accessible from anywhere; anytime. Once students start interactively using this system, they can view and share each other's thoughts and problems. The benefits of using this feedback system are as follows [13]:

- Finding out what students have learned in class
- Sharing problems if they don't understand any topics or lessons
- Supporting each other
- Collective solutions
- Collective learning
- Ownership of learning

Researchers always make a comment that students learn only 5% to 10% from the lectures deliver in the classroom and from reading [13]. If students continue to write like this in all their four years at the university, by the time they graduate, they hopefully would be much more fluent in their courses and their English writing ability. Students can be inspired to communicate with teachers on using this learning feedback system and some bonus marks might be given for that.

VIII. Limitations and Suggestions

Requirements of Internet and Computer, problem of plagiarism, defining grade point etc. are some limitations of using LFS. According to Shibli Shahriar, the following are the hindrances in engaging students in LFS [13]:

1. Fear of mistakes: Students might be afraid of mistakes when they want to join in the discussion with other fellow students.
2. Access to Internet: Some students don't have any access to internet or they may think that using internet will be costly for them compared to its benefits derived from writing.
3. Lack of creativity: Many students didn't learn to think as they feel teachers will give

To enhance the participation and to reduce the dropout rate, the followings are suggested [1]:

- A tutorial class on practically using LFS
- Sufficient computers and internet facility
- Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation to participate in discussion
- Designing questions that make sure to stop copy and paste culture
- A handsome grade point for participation in blog posts

IX. Conclusion

Technology has given a new dimension in teaching and learning. In the current age of science and technology, it’s the duty of teachers to prepare their students to face the real world. To do that, effective ways
are needed to be brought into light [1]. The Internet has gradually leaved its originals tools for writing and reading, and entering a more social and participatory [15]. Tim O’Reilly & Battelle (2009) has favored Web 2.0 as a better and quicker adaptation of students to technology, to the extent that Internet has become a platform simple and easy to use that corresponds to their interests and personal needs benefiting the collective intelligence [16]. The Learning Feedback System can be used as a great tool to engage students in a collaborative environment where they are always in touch with teacher and thus strengthening the sense of belonging. Teachers can motivate their students to participate more and more in online written discussions as the result of this research shows it actually help students to get rid of confusions and getting confidence in an interactive learning process.
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